where X, U, and Y are vector spaces over a field k and F(t), G(t) f H(t) are time-varying matrices. The standard dual of system (1.1) is given by
* f(«) = F(t)ξ(jt + 1) + H(t) V (t) Ψ{t) = G{t)ξ{t)
with ξ(t) in X* = Hom fe (X, k\ η(t) in Γ* and φ(t) in U*. (Compare [9, p. 263] ). Duality is important for some problems of optimal control (discussed in §3 below) and estimation and filtering theory (not treated in this paper). We treat here a generalization of these ideas to linear systems defined over a locally finite partially ordered time set (T, <£). See [13] for motivation and examples and [14] for details. We include a partial summary for reference.
Suppose given a partially ordered set ("poset"){T, ^) which is locally finite in the sense that segments [s, t] = {r: s ^ r ^ t} are finite sets. Let k be a fixed field of scalars and denote by sf the incidence algebra of T with coefficients in k [10, 4] . An incidence function a in jzf is a partial function a: T x T->& with a{s, t) defined only for s ^ t in T. Addition in s*f is functional addition, and 362 BOSTWICK F. WYMAN multiplication in όtf is convolution-.
(«£)(*,«)= Σ <* (8, r) 
β(r, t) .
Next, we define a subring of J%f which is suitable for our applications to system theory. DEFINITION 3.1. Let T be a locally finite poest with incidence algebra Jzf. An incidence function a in Jϊf is said to have finite memory if for every t in T,
{s: s ^ t and a(s, t) Φ 0}
is a finite set. The subring of all functions with finite memory is denoted by J%f f or jtf} (T) and is called the finite memory algebra of T.
Let JytΓ = k τ -{a: T -^ k} be the ring of k-valued time functions with the usual definitions of addition and multiplication. The embedding ,3Γ c Szff given by fα(ί) if β = ί α(s, t) = (0 otherwise makes ^%" into a subring of Szf f . The ring ,J5Γ~ is of course commutative, but it does not lie in the center of J^f f since (βa)(s, t) = /3(s, ί)α(ί), while (aβ)(s, t) = a(s)β(s, t) = /3(s, ί)α(s), for α in ^TΓ We will be mostly concerned with right J^/-modules ^ called dynamical, which have the following special form:
(a) jr^ϊLerX*.
(b) For each s ^ t, there exists a ^-linear map Φ(s, ί): X s ->Xί such that for all a e
(xa)(t) -Σ x(s)Φ(s, t)a(s, t) .
(c) The maps Φ(s, t) satisfy the following "coherence" assumptions:
1. Φ(ί, t) = /, the identity of X u for all t e T. 2. Φ(s 9 r)Φ(r, t) = Φ(s, ί) whenever s^r^ί. It is easy to check that if e t in j& f is defined by e t (u, v) = 1 for w = i; = t, else 0, then X β = <%fe t . The space X t is called the local state space at time t> and Φ(s, t) is the state-transition matrix.
A where Ω^ -^Q^jϊff and Γ^ = Hom^(j^, <%/). This construction, introduced in [12], generalizes R. E. Kalman's algebraic treatment of classical transfer functions and ^-transforms ( [6] ). Note that Ω and Γ are right-and left-ad joints to the forgetful functor:
Our treatment in this paper is somewhat similar to the earlier work of Arbib and Manes [2] on the realization and duality of timevarying systems on (Z, <^). Since their work is based on their extensive categorical theory of machines (see e.g., [1, 8] ), it has more general applicability then the present set-up, including nonlinear and group machines. Arbib and Manes also remark that their theory can be generalized to more complex underlying sets by introducing functor categories [2, p. 1267] , and this generalization would include the locally finite posets discussed here.
On the other hand, the restriction to linear systems and the use of incidence algebras allows a more detailed study. In many cases, only a few of which are included here, explicit calculations are possible. In particular, the relationship to combinatorics and the mobius function seems to be useful and somewhat unexpected, and have not appeared in the more general categorical theory so far.
2. Dual modules. Suppose given a locally finite poset (T, <j), base field k, and finite memory algebra J^}(T) with coefficients in k. Since a dual system as defined below will evolve in reverse time, we consider the opposite poset (T op To simplify notation, from now on let R = J&}(T) be the finite memory algebra of T and R° be the finite predictor algebra of T. (Note that R° is usually different from R op . The opposite ring will not be used in this paper.) Our goal is to define a duality theory <%f -> £f*, where <%f is a right jβ-module. On the J^module level we can take <^* = Hom^(<^ JΓ), or equivalently £f* = Hom β (^ ΓJT) (where Hom(,) indicates right module homomorphisms, and Γ3ίΓ = Hom^(i?, ^%Ό). Since R is noncommutative, there is no straightforward way to put a module structure on <%f*, and we are led to the following constructions. For s, t in T, denote by e st the incidence function e st (u, v 
since / is right iMinear. But b t (t) = α(β), for all ί, and by definition of af, we have and since s is arbitrary, this gives (af)(θa) = (af)(β)a is required.
Next we have to that / -> α/ is a left i? 0 -module action, and the only difficulty is a(βf) = (α/3)/. We have, for any s in T,
ΣΦ, t)(βf)(θe. t )(t)
where we used the definition of aβ and the fact that e st e tu = e 8U for s ^ t 5^ u. Now we are ready to define the dual of a right ϋί-module ^. It is straightforward to verify that Definition 2.3 really gives a left inaction on <^Γ*. Note carefully that a(xξ) Φ (xa)ξ in general, for a in R°, x in ^ and f in ^*. The attempt x(άξ) = (xa)ξ fails, leading to the present complicated method.
We frequently identify Hom Λ (^ Γ3Γ) with according to the adjunction diagram > with (αjf)(r) = (xr)ξ and »ί = (α?|)(l).
We can also dualize morphisms. Let T: <%%-> <^ζ, xv^xT, be a right i?-module homomorphism. If f: <gfζ -> ΓJΓ' (equivalently, f: ^t -> ^T) lies in ^* define Γ*f = Γo| as usual, giving a map Γ*: ^T -> ^t*. We must verify that T* is i2°-linear, but this follows from
We leave to the reader the thankless task of dualizing left R°-modules ^ to obtain right iϋ-modules «^C*. In detail, this involves construction of a right adjoint Γ°(-) = ^Hom(i2°, -) of left ^^linear maps, adapting Proposition 2.2 to define a right i?-module structure on Γ°(J2Γ), and eventually obtaining a right iϋ-module structure on jrΐlomi^f, JsΓ) = Λ Hom(^^ Γ*J3Γ). It is unpleasant but essentially trivial to verify the following result, whose proof is omitted: PROPOSITION 2. 4 . Let ^ be a right R-module, so that <%f* is a left R°-module and <%f** is again a right R-module. Then the map £f Λ JT*** given by (xc)(τ) = xτ for x in <%f and τ: <%f -> JίΓ in <^*, is a right R-module homomorphism.
A really desirable duality theory should satisfy "reflexivity" and "exactness" properties. Reflexivity means that the map of Proposition 2.4 above is an isomorphism, and exactness means that injections dualize to surjections (equivalently, certain linear functionals can be 366 BOSTWICK F. WYMAN extended). We restrict our attention to a class of J?-modules for which these pleasant results are available and which is nevertheless large enough for our system-theoretic applications. From now, we consider only dynamical modules as defined in §1, including in the adjective the further assumption that each local space X t is finite dimensional over the base field k. Next we describe explicitly the dual of a dynamical module. Consider 3? -Π -Σ* with state-transition matrices Φ(s, t): X s ->X t for s ^ t. We need the Λ°-module action on <%f* = Π %** Identify ξ: £f -> ^T with %\£f -» Γ^ίT by (xξ)(θ) = (α?0)£ as usual. We want to give an explicit formula for x(βξ) for any x in <%f and any /3 in R°. Start with using Proposition 2.2. Next, set # = 1 to recover βξ = (βξ)(ΐ):
Using the right ϋ?-module structure on <%f in terms of Φ(s, t), we have (xe 8t )(t) = ίc(β)Φ(β f t), so that ( * )
x(βξ)(s) = Σ x(s)Φ(8, t)ζ(t)β(s, t) .
To summarize: (££)(*) = Σ β (8, 
t)Φ(s, t)ξ(t) . t s^t
The duality theory presented here has a weakness which we have ignored up to now. The pairing
does not satisfy the expected formula (xa, ξ) = (a?, aξ) for a in R (or even a in R Π i2°). In fact, for dynamical modules, while («, e.*£)(i) -0 .
On the other hand, we do have (xe,t 9 £)(*) = (x f e at ξ) (8) which ensures the following important result. 8.1) O " * y = xH or, more explicitly,
8, t)μ(s, t) = u(t)G(t) (3.2) »(ί) -&
where μ is the Mobius function of T and each Φ(s, t) is a statetransition map on ^Γ Here x lies in ^^ in ^, and 7/ in if. DEFINITION 3.1. The system Σ* dual to the system Σ defined above is given by Σ* = C^*, ^*, ^*; &*, G*), where <^T* is the left ie°-module defined in §2, g/*, ^* are left JT-modules, and JEΓ*: g'* -*<0?f % \ G*: <^" * -> ^* are left J^module maps. Since .sgf is dynamical, we can write explicit dual difference equations for Σ* These are:
Σ Ms, t)Φ(s, t)ξ(t) = H(s) V (s)
for f in ,^*, η in g^*, 9> in ^*. Dualized mappings are written as matrices on the left. The input /output analysis of Σ* is complicated by the fact that the functors change: we introduce i2°J'* = R° ®^ J'* and jrHomCR 0 , ^*), (left J^linear maps). As usual, we introduce the i/o diagram and say that Σ* ί s Teachable if iϊ* is onto, observable is G* is oneto-one, and canonical if both conditions hold.
The expected result can be proved. (b) follows easily from (a) since Σ** = Σ (Recall that we assume <%f = ϊl X t with each X t finite dimensional.)
To prove (a), assume that G* is injective. Then ker G* contains no nontrivial left j?°-submodules of <%?*, since ξe<£f* with R°ξ Q ker G* implies G*f = 0. On the other hand, (im G) 1 £ (im G) 1 £ ker G*, and (imG) 1 is a left iϋ°-module by Proposition 2. 8 . It follows that (im G) 1 = 0, so that G is surjective (see Proposition 2.6). The converse is similar.
We conclude this section with a study of the dual systems arising from Lagrange multipliers, verifying that Equations (3.3) occur naturally. This example is the classical linear-quadratic regulator problem. The base field is the real field R.
Consider a state-input pair (i.e., no outputs) given by
4)
x(t) = -Σ Φ)Φ(s, t)μ(s, t) + u(t)G(t)
s<t as above. One version of the quadratic regulator problem goes as follows.
Suppose given a finite poset T with initial set 2V (That is, t 6 T t if t has no predecessor in ϊ 7 .) For each t in T 9 let R^t) be a nonnegative definite quadratic form and R 2 (t) be a positive definite quadratic form. For x in ^ and u in ^, define the objective function teT Then our problem is: (3.5 
) Given initial states x(t t ), ^ in T t choose u(t) in ^ to minimize τ{x, u)
subject to the system constraint (3.4). We consider here only the naive necessary conditions arising from Lagrange multipliers.
Let X T \<%f ->JΓ* be a linear functional in <^*, and form the Lagrangian (3.6) L (x, u, X τ 
An optimal input u° corresponds to a stationary point (x°, u\ λ°) of the Lagrangian, see for example [15, Ch. 6] 
= 0
Rewriting these in terms of the dual module action, and recalling that each i2 2 (ί)>0,
That is, the original state-input pair (3.4) , together with a optimization problem (3.5) , leads to a state-output pair (3.6, 3.7) . In particular, the abstract definitions of duality in Section 2 appear naturally here.
4* Systems on the line* In this section we treat time-varying systems on the ordinary discrete line T = (Z, <;). In this case, the input/output theory can be described in terms of noncommutative formal Laurent series and gives another approach to the definition of dual modules. The duality resulting from this approach (or, equivalently, from §2) reduces to the familar semilinear duality of [3] , which was introduced into system theory by K. Hafiz [5] (in a slightly different form). In fact, many of the results of this section can be found in [5] and [7] , which supplied a major inspiration for this line of research. See also [16] .
Following [14, §6] we replace the finite memory algebra of (Z, <0 by the skew polynomial ring = K + sα x + + z n a n : a, e za = a σ z; a σ (t) = a(t + 1) .
The right module action on a state module gf is given by
(xz)(f) = x(t -ΐ)F(t)
where F(t): X t _ x -> X t is fc-linear. Alternatively> we have statetransition matrices (as a countably generated J^module), it is easy to see that our mapping is bijective and additive. The only difficulty is to compare the 3ίΓXz [-actions. By definition, (φp(z) 
The last equality results from replacing ί + r with r, which is fair because the "missing terms" are all in z3$Γ a \z\.
Since z3fXz\ is in fact a two-sided ^[s]-submodule of we get a byproduct. From the incidence algebra point of view z is the incidence function defined by z(s, t) = 1 if s = t -1, else 0. A polynomial p(z) in 3ίΓ a \z\ has finite memory and also finite predictive power (bounded by the degree of p(z)), so J?Γ σ [z\ can play the roles of both the rings R and R° introduced in §2. The reader may check that the left J^[^]-structure of ΓJίΓ is consistent with the left i^-structure defined in Proposition 2.2.
Just as in §2, the left <^[#]-structure on Γ3^ yields a similar structure on £f* = HonM^ Γ3T) by 
=0
The first term of this formula shows
as expected. This gives, in analogy with the discussion before Proposition 2.8,
which is the closest we can come to an adjointness formula.
We describe briefly the formulas for dual systems. Suppose , &' F, G,H) , with equations
x(t) = x(t -ί)F(t) + u(t)G(t) y(t) = x(t)H(t) .
TIME VARYING LINEAR DISCRETE-TIME SYSTEMS: IP. DUALITY 373 Our conventions give a dual system Σ* = C^*, ^*, ^*; ***, H*, (?*), where £f* is the left ^Γ a [^-module discussed above. The dual equations are
= F(t + ΐ)ξ(t + 1) + H(t)η(t) φ(t) = G(t)ξ(t)
for ξ in <£?*, ^ in ^*, and <p in ^*.
We conclude this section with one calculation. The modules
occur in the realization theory of autoregressive time-varying differences equations [14, §8] . Hafiz [5, Th. 5.3] computed the dual <^Γ* using explicit matrix calculations and somewhat different conventions and applied the result to state estimators. We give here a new approach to his calculations.
Let
Consider the exact sequence 5* Finite posets* In this section we discuss modules and systems on a finite poset (Γ, <0. Here substantial technical simplifications are possible, since the whole incidence algebra coincides with both the finite memory algebra and the finite predictor algebra. The full matrix algebra on the (underlying, unordered) set T serves as a substitute for the Laurent series of §4, and a similar explicit description of the dual module is available.
Throughout this section, let (Γ, g) be a finite poset with \T\ = n. Let R be the incidence algebra of (T, ^) over a fixed field k, and let P = {a in R: α(ί, ί) = 0 for all t in T} .
For any poset T, P is the Jacobson radical of R, and in particular is a two-sided ideal. Note that
with multiplication (/*</)(*, t) = Σ /(«, n)g(u 9 t) .
Then Sf is isomorphic to the full matrix M n {k), n -\ T\. The intuition here is that ^f is a sort of "Laurent-series ring," and we are trying to mimic the isomorphism Γ3ίΓ = ^Γ σ {{z~ι))lz^Γ σ [z\ of the preceding section. LEMMA 
The ideal P of R is a two-sided R-submodule of £?, so that £f/P is an R -R bimodule.
Proof. Trivial, since PaRa^ is a two-sided ideal of R.
For any s, t in T (not assuming s<>t) let e st in £f be defined as e at (u, v Proof. Any a in R is a finite sum a = Σs^ «(s, *K t , and 7^ = Σis£ta (8, t) ye st . Therefore ye st = (ye at )(t) = 0 for all s ^ t implies 7 = 0. The map is clearly additive, hence injective. Now ^f/P is spanned by e t8 (t ^ s), so it is easy to see that the map is surjective if and only if (T, <;) is totally ordered. (An incomparable pair u, v gives e uv not in P not hit by any 7.) It remains to check the module structures.
Consider the right J?-module structures first. The right action of R on ΓSΓ is given by (τα)(0) = Ύ(αθ) for α, θ in R, so (rfά)(e 8t ) = 7(αe st ). Write which gives the correct left action of a in SfjP.
Theorem 5.2 provides an alternative approach to the duality theory. That is, Γ3ίΓ inherits an R -R bimodule structure from £f/P, so that each JT* = Rom^(^ Γ^T) is an R-R bimodule. The theory of dual modules and systems proceeds just as before.
6* Conclusion* In this foundational paper we have defined a duality theory for dynamical modules over a (finite-memory) incidence algebra and for the corresponding linear systems.
In general, if £f is a right module over a finite memory algebra, &^* becomes a left module over the corresponding finite predictor algebra, and the corresponding dual system evolves in reverse time. The definition proceeds with the construction of on (apparently ad hoc) left action on ΓJT~ = Hom^R, 3T), the left-adjoint of the forgetful functor. Evidence that the definition is a reasonable one includes applications to Lagrange multiplier theory. Consistent natural alternatives in the special cases (Z, ^) and finite posets are presented.
